WHAT IF ICE STOPS YOU IN THE STREET?

- Do not sign any documents.
- Do not run away or resist an arrest.
- Do not give ICE any false or foreign documents.
- Do not consent to this search.
- If they search your pockets or belongings, say: "I do not consent to this search."
- Do not give false or foreign documents.
- Do not run away or resist an arrest.
- Do not respond to any of your questions.

If you have immigration-related questions or need a legal referral, call:

THE NEW YORK STATE NEW AMERICANS HOTLINE
1-800-566-7636
MONDAY TO FRIDAY —9 AM TO 8 PM

Managed by Catholic Charities
(All calls are handled anonymously)

¡Know your rights!
**KNOW YOUR RIGHTS!**

**What if ICE comes to my house?**

- ICE officers/agents can only enter if someone in the house gives them permission (opens the door) or if ICE agents have a search or arrest warrant signed by a judge.
- Remain calm and respectful.
- Ask if they are from ICE and to show you the judicial warrant by passing it under the door.
- If they do not have a warrant, say: "I do not give you permission to enter."
- If they enter with a judicial warrant, say: "I do not want to answer any questions without talking to a lawyer."
- If the ICE agents enter without a warrant or your consent, say: "I do not give you permission to enter my house. Please leave. I will not answer any questions without talking to a lawyer."
- If the agents have an arrest warrant, do not lie about the person’s whereabouts. The person they are looking for can go outside and close the door so the officers do not enter the house.
- Do not give ICE agents foreign documents such as passports, consular IDs, or expired visas.
- If they begin to search your belongings, say: "I do not consent to this search."
- Let ICE know if children or elderly people are present or anyone has any medical conditions.

**What if I am arrested by ICE?**

- You have the right to remain silent, speak to an attorney, and call your consulate.
- You do not have to provide any information about your immigration status, place or birth of criminal record.
- Speak to an attorney first!